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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

9:04 a.m.2

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Good morning,3

everybody. Welcome back to the second day of the NRC's4

Public Meeting on planning for the evaluation of any5

new reactor license applications the NRC receives.6

And, again, my name is Chip Cameron. I'm7

special counsel for public liaison Ethic Commission,8

and I'll be serving as your facilitator for this9

morning's sessions.10

We do have some new people this morning.11

Special welcome to them.12

I just wanted to briefly talk a little bit13

about the meeting last night, which some of you were14

in attendance for. But basically there were, I think,15

three major discussion topics. One was to look at the16

three pieces of the regulations, generally speaking at17

least, Part 52, early site permits, design18

certification and, again, try to talk about how they19

relate to each other.20

We did have some discussion of the waste21

implications of all this and we are going to have a22

specific presentation on that today.23

We had a wide ranging and, I think, good24

discussion about public participation last night.25
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One action item that I just want to remind1

Rich of is that we started to get into what Nan Gilles2

is going to talk about this morning, at least part of3

it, is the NRC's readiness to do all this. And so4

there was an item to try to get the congressional5

hearing information on future Ph.D's expertise.6

This went to the question of are there7

enough Ph.Ds, master's, bachelor's in nuclear8

engineering, other related subjects coming out of the9

academic community. Then as Mike Weber pointed out10

last night that this is an issue that is important11

wherever you stand on nuclear power, is that we need12

those people to be effective regulators. But at any13

rate, Rich, I just was reminding you of that one point14

and I think we'll see if we can get that.15

Okay. I would just make one16

administrative announcement. We want to get a copy of17

the attendance list out to all of you today. And if we18

could, we'd like to include email addresses and phone19

numbers if you'd desire to put them on there. But if20

you did not put it on there, if you could just see21

Sherry and give her that information, and we'll try to22

get you that list before you leave.23

We're scheduled to run from 9:00 to 1:0024

today. We do have some interesting topics on the25
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agenda. I don't know if we'll take all of that time,1

but certainly we'll probably be here from 9:00 to2

12:00.3

So, again, we're looking forward to4

hearing from you. Thank you for being here. We're5

going to do some staff presentations and then6

questions, comments from all of you after each of7

those staff presentations.8

And I guess I would turn it over to Marsha9

at this point, whose just going to give us a little10

summary of the day's events.11

MS. GAMBERONI: Well first I'd like to say12

welcome back to those of you who were here with us13

yesterday and welcome to any new participants.14

I think yesterday was very successful. We15

were pleased with the comments and the interactions,16

and the questions that we were asked. And we17

appreciate that and hope that'll continue on until18

today.19

I just wanted to go over the agenda for20

today. It is in your handouts, and I'll note that21

there is -- besides what's in your handouts, there is22

one minor change, and that is response to a question23

from yesterday on EIE, we've asked Mr. John Sckozlas24

from the Office of Chief Information Officer to give25
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us a short talk, hopefully address some of your1

questions, give you status on where we are with EIE.2

But what was already on the agenda, and3

after John's talk, Nanette Gilles will cover the4

status of the readiness assessment.5

And then John Flack and Scott Newberry6

will present preapplication reviews and licensing7

approaches.8

Sharon Steele and Bret Leslie will discuss9

nuclear fuel cycle issues.10

And then we'll open the meeting for new11

reactor licensing and inspection issues not covered12

during the scheduled topics.13

And, again, I'll just reemphasize that our14

plans were to present half of the scheduled time on15

the agenda and the remaining time was for discussion,16

questions, comments.17

And with that, I'll turn it over to John.18

MR. SCKOZLAS: Good morning. John19

Sckozlas, I'm the EIE Project Officer. For those of20

you who don't know what EIE is, it's electronic21

information exchange, a project we've been doing for22

a couple of years at the NRC and it culminated in a23

issuance of a RIS, regulation issue summary, on24

January 25th of this year allowing for all Part 5025
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submitters to go ahead and send in documents and1

submittals electronically.2

To date we've received approximately 2793

electronic submittals in lieu of paper copy. Those4

submittals then come to the agency, are processed5

directly in ADAMS, and distributed within the agency6

electronically.7

When people need or want to have a paper8

copy, they go ahead and request a print from the Adam9

system.10

Where we stand right now is that we have11

just drafted a rule with statement of considerations12

to cover all submittals coming into the agency13

excepting adjudicatory documents at this point. That14

rule is to be to the Commission on September 30th. It15

is completed, it's going through the concurrence16

process right now.17

Along with that rule there's a large18

guidance document, which I had hoped to give to you19

this morning, but I'm going to be delayed a couple of20

weeks. There are still some comments that need to be21

taken into consideration and we're not quite ready22

with a couple of the policy issues to come to a23

conclusion on them.24
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What I would suggest is looking at the1

website. There'll be a flashing "What's New" that2

will come out with the guidance document. That3

includes all submittals to the NRC. There's going to4

be changes in submittals in paper, there's going to be5

changes in submittals on CD ROM using the EIE process6

with digital signaturing and in email. So, it's a7

whole new ball game that we're coming up it.8

That's basically the status. Everything9

has to be to the Commission by September 30th, and the10

entire package will go to them. The proposed rule is11

to be published sometime directly after that.12

Questions? I can answer some questions as13

far as what the guidance document will look like, but14

I'd prefer not to be tied down with specific certain15

types of policy issues that haven't been decided.16

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. With that17

caveat, I guess we'll find out what those are.18

MR. SCKOZLAS: Yes.19

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Does anybody have20

some questions? Yes?21

MR. BEARD: Alan Beard, GE Nuclear. And22

I apologize if you're not the proper person to address23

this to, but the industry I would say generically is24

very disappointed with ADAMS. It is extremely25
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difficult to use. I was wondering what the NRC's read1

on that is and what plans it might have for trying to2

fix that.3

MR. SCKOZLAS: Okay. I'll address the4

first part. I'm not the person. I'm the person that5

gets the documents to the agency, whether they go into6

ADAMS or into the hands of other people; that's my7

role. If you have specific questions about ADAMS, I'm8

sure we can provide the proper contacts for you. I9

just wouldn't know what to tell you that this point.10

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Does anybody know if11

there's an ongoing project to improve?12

MR. SCKOZLAS: Of course.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Mike?14

MR. WEBER: I don't want to get into all15

the specifics this morning, but I think your16

frustration is shared by just about every stakeholder17

or stakeholder group I've spoke to, including the NRC18

staff and the Commission. And it's something that19

we're all dealing with. I know the Chairman last year20

tasked the development of a work plan to work out the21

biggest, largest, most problematic and vexing concerns22

associated with ADAMS. And there's a concerted effort23

underway to resolve those problems.24
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I don't know if that work plan is public,1

but it's certainly something that's commanding a lot2

of attention within the Commission. There are other3

information technology systems that are moving forward4

in the NRC, and they are posing similar challenges,5

perhaps not in the same scale, but so we're all trying6

to work information technology, information management7

smarter. I think it's one of our biggest challenges8

as an agency. And under the government Paperwork9

Elimination Act, which we're obligated to heed, we10

have to make services available electronically that11

formerly were done in paper form. And I think the12

deadline for that is 2003.13

MR. SCKOZLAS: Yes, October 2003.14

MR. WEBER: So this is something that's a15

challenge across the government, but for this16

morning's purposes we share some of the frustrations17

with ADAMS. And to the extent that stakeholders make18

those frustrations known to the NRC, that would be19

beneficial.20

I know one of the problems is the citrix21

interface, and that's also something that has been22

challenge, I think, within the NRC staff. So we're23

trying to resolve those problems.24
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: John, you may know1

about this. The NRC staff was planning a workshop on2

ADAMS. I think it's still coming up. I don't know if3

it was held. But why don't I put an action item up4

here to find out when that workshop is going to be,5

and people may be interested in participating in it.6

It was last week? Okay. This is ADAMS7

User Group Meeting, and it was July 18th. And this8

probably everything you wanted to know about how the9

NRC is going to try to fix ADAMS. We'll find out if10

there was a transcript taken of the meeting. No?11

Okay.12

We'll find out if there's information, a13

meeting summary that's going to be available for you.14

Okay? We'll put an action item on that.15

Now, questions about EIE? Yes?16

MR. BEACH: Robert Beach from Fluor17

Hanford.18

It appears if you're going to have19

electronic information submittal, you should be able20

to retrieve those documents electronically also. If21

you're not going to use that, just because it doesn't22

work, what are you going to use?23

FACILITATOR CAMERON: John?24
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MR. SCKOZLAS: Thanks. Good question.1

Are you saying retrieve your own documents or all2

documents? I really empathize. I know there's a lot3

of people working hard on that particular problem. I4

don't know what the answer is right now, but it's not5

like we're trying to ignore it.6

But let me tag something to that. Right7

now electronic information exchange is one way; that's8

the submittal process. Right now we just received9

funding today to do an adjudicatory pilot that will10

also include the sending of documents electronically11

from the NRC. So once we complete that, and that12

should be sometime in the spring of next year, those13

people who wish to receive documents electronically,14

hopefully will be in the position to be able to do15

that also. So we'll have a two way process. And I16

think that's a little bit more of the term exchange as17

opposed to just sending in documents electronically.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And based on Mike's19

comments, I think that the short and simple answer -20

perhaps not simple, but the short answer to this,21

Robert, is that the Commission is committed to22

ensuring that ADAMS is an effective system so that you23

can get those documents out.24

Anybody else on this issue?25
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Well, John, thank you very much for coming1

down and telling us about that.2

MR. SCKOZLAS: Okay. Can I just --3

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Do you have anything4

else?5

MR. SCKOZLAS: Yes. Let me just give you6

my phone number in case something comes up and my7

email. It's jas1, and my number is 415-7186. And if8

you have any questions, feel free to call me. I'll be9

more than happy to answer them.10

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And could you just11

repeat that?12

MR. SCKOZLAS: jas1.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay.14

MR. SCKOZLAS: And it's 7186 is my15

extension.16

FACILITATOR CAMERON: 7186. Okay.17

MR. SCKOZLAS: Thank you.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, John. Okay.19

Now we're going to go on to something I think that20

there's already been a lot of interest shown, and then21

we're going to have a presentation by Nan Gilles,22

whose the FLIRA Project Manager. and FLIRA, is Future23

Licensing and Inspection Readiness Assessment.24
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Again, Nan, is the New Reactor Licensing1

Project Office. And Nan?2

MS. GILLES: Thank you. Thank you, Chip.3

Well, Chip stole my introduction there. I4

am Nanette Gilles from the New Reactor Licensing5

Project Office, and I am here to talk to you about the6

future licensing and inspection readiness assessment7

or FLIRA, as it's commonly referred to.8

I'm going to discuss four major topics in9

my presentation today. They are:10

A February 13, 2001 staff requirements11

memorandum that directed the staff to perform a12

readiness assessment for future licensing activities.13

And for those of you who aren't familiar with the14

term, a staff requirements memorandum is a directive15

sent from the Commission to the staff.16

I'll discuss the future licensing and17

inspection readiness report being prepared to respond18

to the Commission's directive.19

I'll also discuss some of the readiness20

challenges identified to date, and some of the key21

assumptions that will be made in the assessment22

report.23

The future licensing and inspection24

readiness assessment is a project that resulted from25
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the February 13, 2001 Commission staff requirements1

memorandum. In that staff requirements memorandum the2

Commission directed the staff to assess our technical3

licensing and inspection capabilities and identify4

enhancements necessary to ensure the agency can5

effectively carry out its responsibilities associated6

with future licensing activities.7

In addition, the Commission directed the8

staff to identify any enhancements necessary to the9

regulatory infrastructure supporting 10 CFR Part 50,10

which contains regulations governing the domestic11

licensing of production and utilization facilities and12

Part 52 which provides alternative licensing processes13

for early site permits, standard design certification14

and combined licenses for nuclear power plants as well15

as any other related regulations.16

The Commission further directed the staff17

to integrate these asks with activities that were18

already underway and related. Some of the activities19

include current rulemakings related to the licensing20

process, work on the construction inspection program21

as well as some pre-application reviews that were22

already underway.23

To perform the assessment required by the24

Commission the staff established the Future Licensing25
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and Inspection Readiness Assessment Interoffice1

Working Group to assess the ability of NRC to support2

future applications that might be submitted under3

Parts 50 or 52.4

The working group is preparing a report5

that will be forwarded to the Commission at the end of6

September. The report will address the items listed7

on this slide, including postulated licensing8

scenarios for future application reviews, estimations9

of review durations and resource estimates associated10

with these scenarios.11

The report will address critical skills12

that must be available within the agency or that can13

be accessed through contractual agreements to perform14

the reviews. The necessary interfaces within the15

staff as well as with the Advisory Committee on16

Reactor Safeguards and external stakeholders. And it17

will address staff recommendations and necessary18

follow-on activities to ensure the agency is prepared19

for new licensing applications.20

And at this point I'd like to take a few21

minutes to address some of the issues that were raised22

during yesterday's sessions and were placed in the23

parking lot because they related to the readiness24

assessment.25
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The first group of items related to the1

need for the NRC to establish reasonable review2

schedules and cost and resource expectations. And3

although I cannot give you definitive information4

about what those schedules and resource estimates will5

be today, I can tell you that these issues will be6

addressed in the readiness assessment.7

The staff is currently preparing review8

schedule time lines for each of the licensing9

scenarios that will be addressed in the readiness10

assessment. In addition, as was mentioned yesterday,11

the staff is undergoing a critical skill evaluation12

that will, among things, help us to estimate the13

resources that will be needed associated with each of14

the licensing scenarios.15

Another output of that critical skills16

evaluation will be the identification of that skill17

set needed to perform each of the type of licensing18

reviews, including those skills that don't currently19

exist within the agency or that exist with limited20

supply, such as skills in the area of gas reactor21

technology.22

And I believe this addresses the second23

topic area that was put in the parking lot for24

discussion, which was staff readiness as it relates to25
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critical skills. That will be addressed in detail in1

the readiness assessment.2

I hope this information addresses some of3

those areas of concern. And if it does not, please4

feel free to ask questions at the end of my5

presentation.6

Slide 5 shows some of the major challenges7

the staff faces in preparing for a potential new8

application. From the inner actions we've had to date9

its clear that many challenges await us in the10

technical area, and these need to be considered in the11

readiness assessment. With regard to technology it's12

clear that the technology is going to be different in13

many cases than current operating plants.14

In some cases they will be non-light water15

reactor designs, there will be new materials and new16

phenomena to address. And one challenge is getting17

enough information to understand and to be able to18

judge these new technologies, because our19

understanding is necessary to identify the skills and20

the infrastructure needs.21

Anther challenge is ensuring the agency22

has the ability to independently confirm safety along23

with the tools needed to perform that independent24
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confirmation, especially as it relates to these new1

technologies.2

Claims are being made for improved safety3

in these new designs, and we need to be able to access4

those claims. Historically, many of our regulatory5

decisions have been supported by independent6

confirmatory analysis and data and we believe that7

future plant licensing also should have the benefit of8

such capability in a dependent review.9

We recognize the development of this10

independent capability will take time and resources.11

We need to understand the issues and phenomenon and we12

need to be able to model those and develop and assess13

analytical tools and perhaps have some experimental14

confirmation or exploration in certain areas. And we15

believe this aspect needs to be part of the readiness16

assessment.17

All of this is related to developing and18

maintaining the necessary skills. As you have heard19

and will continue to hear, this is a major challenge20

area for the agency.21

Perhaps the biggest challenge at this22

point in time in the need for definitive information23

from industry. Information from industry regarding24

their plans and schedules is key to our ability to25
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create these licensing scenarios and to ultimately1

have the staff available to perform the work when it2

does come to us.3

Finally, the NRC budget is another issue.4

We are aware of the House and Senate, of their actions5

to appropriate an additional $10 million to support6

reactor licensing activities. And we are in the7

process of evaluating how best to internally allocate8

the supplemental funding for fiscal year 2002. This9

will present us a challenge in prioritization of10

issues identified in the readiness assessment.11

All of this uncertainty means that we will12

be making a number of assumptions when we present our13

assessment to the Commission in September. In doing14

the readiness assessment we will certainly make use of15

the best information about industry schedules16

available at the time that the assessment comes out17

this fall. But some of that information will still be18

speculative, even at that time.19

We are also assuming that the industry20

will be submitting high quality applications supported21

by sufficient research and development, and we are not22

planning time and schedules for any holdups due to23

lack of information. We think that the preapplication24

reviews will certainly help in this regard because25
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they help will provide our expectations and our needs1

in that area.2

Finally, our resource and schedule3

estimates will include the assumption that the NRC4

will have an independent review capability. We're5

including in the readiness assessment a portion that6

deals with adding resources and infrastructure to be7

able to independently confirm the safety of the8

designs. We think this is important because: It is9

related to us being able to ask the right questions;10

to give us information on which to judge an11

applicant's response; to make informed decisions, and;12

to set appropriate acceptance criteria.13

To close, I'd just like to say that the14

future licensing and inspection readiness assessment15

is really just the first step in the agency's16

preparedness for potential new licensing activities.17

More detailed work on schedules, resources and review18

processes will follow the readiness assessment. In19

addition, the staff will identify a number of the20

areas in the assessment where additional study is21

needed in order to have adequate information to make22

a recommendation for the Commission.23

That concludes my presentation, and I'm24

happy to take any questions.25
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much,1

Nan. And thank you for specifically addressing those2

parking lot issues from yesterday. And those issues3

reflect, I think, a high degree of interest in the4

industry, at least, from one point of view on these5

issues.6

So, questions? Let's go to Kevin.7

And if everybody could just introduce8

themselves for today's session.9

MR. BORTON: Thank you. Kevin Borton from10

Exelon.11

Can you expand a little bit on your last12

bullet there about independent verification and what13

type of assumptions are you making about adding that14

into your schedule on resource loading? In other15

words, I'm trying to get after is that a complete16

independence on all aspects of the review, are there17

certain areas of reviews that you're looking for18

independence?19

MS. GILLES: I'm going to immediately20

deflect to John Flack, as this is an area that the21

Office of Research is providing input to the readiness22

assessment.23

MR. FLACK: Yes, I think this is an24

important point. It's important that the NRC25
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maintains its independence throughout the process, but1

that doesn't mean that we cannot share data, for2

example. The data is the data. We need to understand3

the data. We need to understand what's available, the4

technical basis for decisions that were made by the5

applicant and so on.6

And the more we can understand that and7

the more that the data is shared and understood and8

covers the issues, I think that that will serve a very9

large purpose in the review process. However, I mean10

one of the responsibilities of the NRC is, getting11

back to asking the right questions, that there may be12

questions that need answers that may go beyond what is13

on the table. And so from that perspective it's hard14

to put quantification or a figure on that.15

Certainly the more we can gain and16

capitalize on worldwide experience, for example, and17

those technologies that we do not have in house, the18

better off we'll be. But, again, we're just not19

certain about how much of the domain that covers and,20

therefore, there'll always be this other piece that we21

need to consider in this process.22

I don't know that can answer your question23

completely, but I'm trying to give you an idea of the24

process and how it works.25
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. It does.1

Thank you, John. Thanks, Nan.2

Let's go to Stephen.3

MR. ANTONELLI: Hello. Stephen Antonelli,4

public citizen.5

Just on that note I would say on the other6

side that if you're not ready to go forward because7

you don't have the expertise, you may consider8

waiting. I think that it possibly could compromise9

the situation if you don't have the independence.10

And specifically speaking, let's say11

towards the pebble modular reactor, for example if12

you're using prior experience in Germany or if there's13

going to be any experimental or feasibility studies in14

South Africa, I think you should have a situation15

where you do have solid independence from evaluating16

them.17

Thank you.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Stephen.19

Do we have some more comments on this same20

issue? Yes, Raj?21

MS. TRIPATHI: Raji Tripathi from Office22

of Research.23

I just have a passing comment, and I hope24

that there's somebody here from Human Resources or25
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maybe Office of Civil Rights who might be able to shed1

a little light on the matter.2

In the context that you mentioned, Chip,3

about last night's discussion, and I think it came up4

yesterday and again today, quite relevant about the5

critical skills requirement that we have in the NRC to6

be able to do independent reviews. And our needs are7

not only immediate, but also to sustain those8

expectations in the coming years and given attrition9

and retirements and for different causes, what we also10

need to look into is the long term recruitment and11

hiring -- to find the people in the feeder lanes and12

train them so that they are prepared and they will13

enter their studies for right now.14

And in that context I would just like to15

share that National Science Foundation puts out a16

report annually that contains a survey of all the17

engineering and technology institutes within the18

United States. And they give a breakdown of actual19

graduates and the anticipated graduates in the coming20

years in related studies. And that is a tremendous21

resource that I think we need to bank on; that we do22

need to somehow have very aggressive and targeted23

recruitment to have qualified individuals who would be24

available here.25
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you for1

raising that point, and I should mention now that we2

do have Laura Gehrke from our Office of Congressional3

Affairs, who will come down to speak with us about how4

Congress is trying to address that particular issue at5

10:30 after John Flack and his colleagues are done.6

Thank you.7

Anybody else? Yes? And then we'll come8

back up to Ted.9

MR. FLOREK: I am Don Florek from the10

regional office.11

And just to amplify that a little bit, we12

take new hires very seriously, they're the future of13

the agency. We brought four people from the region14

who just joined us. Basically so they understand the15

future the NRC, and they are the future and we want to16

go forward with it.17

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Part of the18

future is back here. Thank you. All right.19

MR. BARRETT: Chip, this is Rich.20

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Yes, Rich, go ahead.21

MR. BARRETT: I just wanted to point out22

for those of you who weren't here last night, we had23

a very good discussion of this issue last night both24

from the perspective of NRC's efforts to recruit for25
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the future and some of the programs that we have in1

place to try to improve our recruiting, and we had a2

discussion of that. But then the issue came up that3

what are we doing to make sure that there's a pool4

people from which to recruit, and that's a bigger5

question. It's more of a national question. And6

that's the question that congressional actio is7

addressed to, to try to see what can be done to foster8

the engineering programs, the nuclear engineering9

programs, for instance, in the universities to create10

a pool not only for the NRC, but for the industry to11

draw from.12

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,13

Rich.14

Let's go to Ted Quinn.15

MR. QUINN: Ted Quinn from General16

Atomics.17

I was going to say that it is a18

significant issue on behalf of Congress to address in19

the nuclear energy legislation the process of helping20

those 28 nuclear engineering universities go forward:21

The NEAR program for both support to all the22

scholarships and fellowships that are going on; the23

program to support to nuclear engineering research24
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reactors is a key component. But there's challenges1

that are huge.2

And as you're all aware, Cornell just made3

a decision not to continue with their reactor.4

University of Missouri is under significant challenge5

right now to go forward.6

And it's a time when all of us -- the NRC7

made a presentation to the heads of the Nuclear8

Engineering Department heads in June in Milwaukee to9

say that you are starting a significant recruitment10

effort and it's good to hear. It's real important.11

I'd just ask you a question on your12

readiness assessment. Is there any preliminary13

results that indicate areas of key focus and14

challenges and materials in other areas where you15

already have defined knowledge gaps or areas gaps that16

you need?17

MS. GILLES: We are really just in the18

middle of the critical skills assessment right, so I19

don't have any preliminary results to report. We20

should be starting to see those results come in from21

the various areas within the next couple of weeks.22

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you23

very much, Nan.24

Let's go to the front.25
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MR. BARRY: Thank you. Robert Barry,1

Brookhaven National Laboratory.2

NRC faced this challenge many years ago,3

in fact, at the inception of the agency; how to deal4

with the then growing nuclear industry and to meet the5

challenges of trying to get the right technical folks6

on board. And part of the enabling legislation that7

created the NRC basically said that draw on the8

national laboratories for the technical expertise.9

And I think, of course this is self-serving, but I10

think this is something that NRC should take a hard11

look at as it proceeds with this new challenge.12

MS. GILLES: And I would agree, and I13

would say that we are taking a look at all possible14

assets for critical skills assistance, and we have15

specifically asked the staff to identify areas where16

they think maybe help outside the staff may be17

available and useful.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Janet Zeller.19

MS. ZELLER: Janet Zeller, Blue Ridge20

Environmental Defense League.21

We certainly fully support the need for22

technical skills and scientific development within the23

staff with an eye towards independence. But I'm24

curious about whether you are looking at the skills25
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needed for interaction, intersection with effective1

communities? I'm not talking about PR people or media2

people or even facilitators, but an actual community3

ombudsmen program?4

FACILITATOR CAMERON: I knew you were5

going to catch me in that, but thanks, Janet.6

MS. GILLES: I'm not aware of programs7

such as you spoke. We are trying to access the8

critical skills needed for all aspects of the reviews,9

including those needed for our interactions with10

stakeholders.11

We talked a lot in the last day about the12

points in some of these processes where there was13

opportunities for public participation, and those will14

certainly be discussed in our schedule and resources15

will be allocated for those. But I am not aware of a16

specific program for a position such as you described.17

FACILITATOR CAMERON: But I guess it18

underlines the point that when we look at the skill19

set it should be broadly looked at. We don't have a20

community ombudsmen program. But I'm going to ask21

Mindy Landau from the Office of the Executive Director22

for Operations to see if she has anything to offer on23

Janet's question.24
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MS. LANDAU: Hi. My position, Assistant1

for Communications in the EDO's Office, was2

established for many reasons. One of them will be3

that I'll be the point of contact for the public if4

there's any kind of public participation issues that5

you feel need to be addressed by the agency that6

haven't been addressed or you have a particular7

question about how the public can become involved in8

one of our activities, you can certainly call me. My9

number is 303-415-8703. And I can certainly bring10

down some business cards and give them later if you're11

interested.12

But, no, there is no community ombudsmen13

program. I don't think it's being considered for the14

agency, but we're certainly open to suggestions.15

There's a number of ways which we talked about last16

night that you can get information from NRC and get17

your input to us; web page, writing, emailing,18

telephoning, you know, that's all available to you.19

So please take advantage of that.20

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And thank you,21

Janet, for underlying that general need.22

Let's go over to Luther Wolf.23

MR. WOLF: Thank you very much. My name24

is Luther Wolf, University of Maryland.25
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I wanted to ask you have you equally as1

with human resources, looked at your tool resources2

especially for the pebble bed because as more and more3

safety is built in that system you may realize that4

your methods must become more and more accurate. And5

if you take codes from the shelf, like heating 5 or6

something like that, you will realize that the7

complexity of the peddle bed model will not do the8

requirement, the codes, for the accuracy of buoyancy9

flows, these type of things. And so I think the10

agency is well advised very early to look at the11

appropriate tools and make specific advances or12

cooperations, or whatever, equally important as a13

human resource.14

MS. GILLES: I know that the Office of15

Research is very carefully considering the tools that16

may be necessary to do some of this confirmatory17

research, and that is going to be addressed in the18

readiness assessment. And I'll just ask John if he'd19

like to add.20

MR. FLACK: Yes, I think that's right.21

Under the pre-application that's one of the first22

things we were looking at; what kind of codes are out23

there, what will the applicant be using and then what24

would we be using as an independent verification of25
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what the applicant is using. And, of course, that1

leads us to one of the ongoing activities now, which2

is our track code, which is going to be sort of the3

flagship of the agency, and then how are we going to4

change that to consider or capture gas-cooled5

technology, but not getting into that discussion6

because that's a longer term project. There are other7

codes that we are looking at currently assessing what8

would need to be done to accommodate the pebble bed9

specifically, and these codes will go back to the gas-10

cooled technology in the '80's. And so we're looking11

at how we're going to upgrade those to carry us12

through the immediate needs on the potential13

application that's coming soon.14

So, there's long term and short term15

answers to that question. But the simple answer is,16

yes, we are looking at the thermal hydraulic codes.17

It's important part of understanding the plant and18

verifying what the applicant is coming in with.19

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thanks, John.20

And, Nan, I guess one last just21

clarification before we go on. The Commission paper22

on this will eventually, I guess, be available for23

public review?24
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MS. GILLES: We believe it will be, but of1

course that will be a Commission decision.2

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. All right.3

Let's go on to our next segment, John4

Flack and Scott Newberry from our Office of Nuclear5

Regulatory Research. And we're going to start with6

John.7

And, John, do you want to take questions8

after you and Scott are done, are after yours and then9

after Scott's?10

MR. FLACK: I could take them right after11

I give my presentation and then again, you know, after12

Scott's.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Good. Thank14

you.15

MR. FLACK: I know Diane Jackson's name16

was on the handouts, and we work as a team. I17

volunteered to give the presentation and she18

volunteered to give all the answers.19

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Very equitable.20

MR. FLACK: Okay. Pre-application21

reviews. A lot of this subject that we talked about22

on how the staff gets ready certainly highlights the23

importance of a pre-application review.24
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The concept, actually, is in the Advanced1

Reactor Policy Statement. The policy statement itself2

says many things; encouraging, reliable, less complex3

decay heat removal systems and so on and so on. And4

then at the very end it encourages early interaction,5

and there's a number of reasons why we need to do6

that.7

The first and foremost, is to identify8

early the issues; policy issues, technical issues and9

to understand what it will take to resolve these10

issues. And then to get Commission guidance back on11

these issues are important in setting the stage for12

the full application when it comes in.13

It also helps us establish the14

infrastructure, the needs that we have been discussing15

here. What we're going to need to understand the16

design, ask the right question and come up with the17

right solutions to those issues that come up.18

So it helps to clarify, it helps to avoid19

confusion with respect to the process, and it also20

helps external stakeholders because the meetings are21

public. There's meetings with the ACRS. The concepts22

are discussed out in the open so the public have a23

chance to put into that process what their thoughts24

are on it.25
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And the output of this process could be1

one of two things. It could be either an SER, an SER2

being a safety evaluation report. And, of course, you3

can only do so much on the pre-application, because4

many times you don't know the entire details of the5

plant. But you could get to the point of writing some6

preliminary safety evaluation report, and that of7

course, takes a much more effort or you can as the8

process is now for several for the advanced design, is9

to generate SECY, or Commission papers that discuss10

these issues and options for resolution of the issues11

with the Commission and get their guidance back.12

And in the case of the pebble bed, which13

I'll discuss in a moment, that's more or less the path14

we're taking. It's a higher level path. It's not the15

detailed SER path, but ultimately when the applicant16

comes in for a license, then of course, that becomes17

a very detailed review.18

Pre-applications, of course, are not19

required and to what extent they become involved or to20

what detail we go to is really driven by the applicant21

and what they're trying to get out of a review like22

that.23

Currently there's two ongoing pre-24

application reviews. There's the AP1000, which is an25
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upscale of the AP600 which already has a design1

certification, that is a pre-design certification2

review. And there is the pebble bed pre-application3

review that's ongoing.4

There is also two other pre-applications5

that we're expecting, and I'll talk about those later6

on. The one as being the gas turbine-modular helium7

reactor and the IRIS, or the international reactor8

innovative and secure system.9

Under the AP1000, again, pre-applications,10

they all seem a little bit different. Under the11

AP1000 it already is starting off with a design12

certification for the AP600, which was issued in 1999.13

So this pre-application really unfolded in two phases.14

The first phase was well if we were going15

to scale up the AP600 to 1000, what additional work16

would that require? So under phase one it was really17

how much would it cost just to nail those questions18

down? What it would be exactly. What could we19

capture from the AP600 and what additional work would20

be necessary? So the phase one of that pre-21

application is complete.22

The phase two review, which is nailing23

down those things that need to be looked at under the24

design certification is coming to completion25
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currently. And then ultimately the actual design1

certification application, which would be expected to2

follow.3

Westinghouse, and I guess the general4

belief is about 80 percent of the AP600 could carry5

over to the AP1000, but I don't know what that means6

in real terms because it's always the last 20 percent7

that's the toughest, right?8

Again, that pre-application review is9

expected to be complete very shortly now, and then the10

application itself is expected to be submitted next11

year, 2002.12

The pebble bed. The pebble bed has come13

in under a pre-application and that, of course, is not14

alight-water reactor so that's going to require a15

different kind of thinking since we're dealing with16

different technology. It's a high temperature helium-17

cooled reactor and it also raises other issues since18

it is a modular design, meaning that it's not one 100019

megawatt electrical plant. It comes in modules of20

approximately 100 megawatts electrical and then you21

would add as many as you needed at the time, which22

could then later on add more to fill out the whole23

unit.24
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So, there's really two major parts of that1

pre-application review. It's, of course, the2

technology review and then the issues that come up3

from the technology, which is different than light-4

water reactors, and then there's the process review5

which involves things such as legal and financial6

issues as well as issues involving Commission7

decisions, for example, on the containment which would8

not be the same types of containment that we would9

expect on a light-water reactor.10

And so we're expecting a number of SECYs11

on this pre-application review. Again, it's not the12

detail of an SER where we have the detailed design13

information where we can write such a document, but14

it's more flushing out what are the major issues and15

past the resolution of these issues to get Commission16

feedback.17

So we're looking at a total of four SECYs18

that will probably come out of this review. The two19

that are noted on this viewgraph would be this year,20

one involving the legal and financial issues, some of21

which you've heard during the workshop discussions.22

And then the other would be on their licensing23

approach. Again, since this is a different plant,24

being a gas-cooled reactor, we would need a separate25
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kind of approach to show how this particular design1

meets our regulations.2

So, those are the two SECY papers that are3

expected out this year, November time frame. And then4

we expect another two SECYs to follow, one next year5

which would really address some of the technical6

issues that we see at this point. And some of the7

important issues that, of course, we're looking at8

right now is the fuel and passive decay heat removal9

and vessel temperatures, and material temperatures;10

these are all technical issues that would need to be11

addressed that we expect a SECY mid-next year on that.12

And then at the end of the review would be13

a SECY that would be written on the policy issues. Of14

course, the policy issues that the Commission would be15

facing at that time would have hooks in the technical16

aspects. It's hard to separate the two. But the17

technical has given the Commission sort of a heads up18

as here's what we're seeing, here's the past19

resolutions and so on, and then the follow-on SECY20

would talk more specifically about the policy issues21

and the implications of that technology.22

The plan for the pebble bed reactor has23

been laid out in SECY 01-0170, and that describes that24

process.25
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And I think I may have even covered the1

next viewgraph.2

Again, there's the legal and financial3

aspects in review of that particular pre-application,4

and then there's the technical.5

We've been meeting with Exelon on the6

plant design, on the pre-application. Those are7

public meetings pretty much. They're closed at times8

for proprietary information. Very short periods of9

time, actually. Most of it is open to the public.10

We plan to meet again August 15th and 16th11

and then again in September. So, each month we talk12

about the major topics including fuel testing, what13

would be necessary or needed, and so on.14

Actually, the last two viewgraphs address15

possibilities. There's two other applicants16

interested and also interacting with the NRC on a pre-17

application review. One is General Atomics gas18

turbine-modular helium reactor, and that's a 8519

megawatt high temperature helium gas cooled reactor.20

They have a bit of an advantage since they've been in21

early in the '80s. For those that remember, they22

submitted a pre-application for the modular HTGR.23

Since then there has been some advances in the24

technology. The earlier design, for example, used a25
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steam generator and this is a direct cycle, so there's1

some differences but there has been a lot of ground2

covered in the previous review. So we're not starting3

from square one there. But we're expecting that they4

may be coming in shortly to be our second pre-5

application review. Possibly October, I think is the6

last I've heard, right, Larry?7

And as part of the regulatory process,8

what happens is -- well, Research has the lead in the9

nonlight water reactor technology reviews. And there's10

a group that has just been formed in my branch called11

the Advanced Reactor Group.12

And the first thing what we do is assign13

a PM to that particular project, and then what our14

plan is is to matrix out the needs for the technology15

reviews. So with the branch itself, my branch and my16

division also has a branch that does the thermal17

hydraulics and the fuels. In that branch, Jack18

Rosenthal the branch chief. So we will be matrixing19

out technical issues to that branch. And then we have20

another division that deals with the engineering21

technology, the materials. And then we have another22

division, and you'll hear from Scott Newberry who is23

actually the division director for the Probabilistic24

Risk Assessment branch, and he will be helping us25
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formulate the new licensing approach and breakthroughs1

in that area, and dealing with the new technology.2

And finally, there is the IRIS, which was3

mentioned earlier. This is a light water reactor, but4

it's quite different than the light water reactors we5

know today. There's a consortium of organizations6

that are supporting this design from MIT to University7

of California, Berkeley, and then worldwide interests.8

It is being spearheaded, primarily, by Westinghouse.9

We've had a meeting with Westinghouse. It's still10

very conceptual, but the momentum is there and they're11

getting down to more detail.12

That's a 100 to 355 megawatt advanced13

light water reactor. And what makes it unique is that14

it's self-contained in the vessel; the steam15

generators, the pressurizer and so on and that16

eliminates many of the areas that need a higher level17

of defense and depth for our current generation18

plants. So they're able to capture that in more a19

passive way, more self-contained way. So they believe20

they have real advancement and inherent safety on that21

design.22

And, again, once it comes it, it's always23

asking the right questions and understanding the24

plant. And the more we can do that under pre-25
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application review, the better off we're going to be1

and the more expeditious the review can take place.2

But at this point other than the meeting3

that we had with them on May 7th, possibly the end of4

next fiscal year for a pre-application review, but5

it's still uncertain at this point.6

And that pretty much gives you the status7

of what's going on under pre-application. I'd be8

happy to take any questions or Diane will be happy to9

take any questions.10

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,11

John.12

And I would ask you to sort of serve as a13

guide for all of us in terms of your presentation14

could prompt some questions or comments that really15

would be in Scott's bailiwick. So if there is a16

question like that, then just tell us and we'll defer17

until Scott comes up.18

MR. FLACK: Yes.19

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Questions for John20

Flack on NRC's activities? Lou Zeller?21

MR. ZELLER: Lou Zeller with Blue Ridge22

Environmental Defense League.23

I appreciate the overview with regards to24

the pre-application. I understand that the pre-25
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application discussions have been ongoing,1

particularly for over the last several months or2

perhaps longer with regards to the PBMR in terms of3

the first design and exemptions for the first design4

with possible rule changes and whatnot, which you5

refer to. There are some things which seem to be6

understandable within an exemption process from7

certain Code of Federal Regulations stipulations with8

regards to the technology with a new type of9

machinery; that is easy to understand.10

Some of the things that I have11

reservations about regarding financial qualifications12

and also under 10 CFR 50 fuel cycle impacts under Part13

51, the decommissioning costs, operator staffing14

requirements, requirements of annual fees,15

requirements for anti-trust review under 10 CFR Part16

50 and financial protection requirements.17

In a nutshell, it seems to me that the18

industry is arguing that with modular designs that 1019

smaller reactors located on a single site should have20

one license and also should be considered under Price-21

Anderson, for example, to be a single risk unit, which22

I think they've argued; taking it from their point of23

view, as you might expect, in their favor. But there24

are many assumptions in there which I would take issue25
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with and which I think any person outside of the1

industry would also raise questions about.2

For example, the co-location of 103

reactors in one site, does that really mean that you4

have only as much risk to the public or risk with5

regards to reactor safety as one old fashioned light6

water reactor? There are many assumptions in their7

proposal which I think raise serious questions.8

And my question to you is I understand9

that NRC was to come back with some response by June10

with regards to some of their pre-application11

questions. I wonder what the status of that is and12

could you address some of those issues and the13

Commission's view on the subject of modular versus14

single reactor design?15

MR. FLACK: Well, there was a load of16

questions that was asked there, let me defer those17

questions to Rich Barrett since he's got the lead on18

that one.19

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Rich?20

MR. BARRETT: Yes, those are very21

important issues, and you're absolutely right all of22

those issues and perhaps one or two others have been23

raised to the staff by Exelon. And Exelon has made it24

clear that these are very important questions from25
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their perspective in terms of the decision they have1

to make whether or not it's economically feasible for2

them to proceed with this program.3

We did have a meeting with them in June.4

And we gave the applicants some preliminary feedback5

on all of those issues. We involved staff members6

from many different organizations within the NRC,7

including our fees branch, people who make decisions8

about how we access for fees, some of our financial9

experts as well as the Office of the General Counsel10

addressing questions related to Price-Anderson11

protection, financial qualification and how we would12

deal with the questions relating to decommissioning13

funding and how we would go about even figuring out14

what the formula would be for decommission funding.15

We also involved our human factors experts16

in a discussion related to whether or not, for17

instance, you could have one control room for 1018

plants or whether you would need more than one control19

room, how many operators you would need for the, say,20

hypothetical 10 reactors.21

So we had discussions of these types in22

June. Now primarily what we outlined in June was we23

did not give the applicant the answers to these24

questions. What we gave them more was the25
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considerations that we feel are important to answering1

these questions.2

And what we intend to do is in, I believe,3

it's in November of this year we are committed to4

supply the Commission with a Commission paper in which5

we will discuss these issues, because most of them are6

Commission policy issues, many of them are, and7

outline for the Commission the pros and cons of8

various options for resolving these issues.9

You actually gave a pretty good summary,10

I think, of what the issues are. We actually had a11

talk on this subject yesterday before you were able to12

get here.13

The other aspect of this that's important14

is that in many cases there is a question as to15

whether or not the NRC currently has the legislative16

authority to exercise flexibility in some of these17

areas or whether we are currently locked in to our18

current position, for instance, with regard to Price-19

Anderson. And the Congress, our Congressional20

Oversight Subcommittee has asked us for an opinion on21

whether or not we need legislation to give us the22

flexibility to consider what is a fair way of23

assessing the Price-Anderson protection requirements.24
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So, this is a very complex area. We're1

involving a number of our staff experts in a wide2

variety of areas, including our general counsel. And3

this will unfold over the course of this year. And I4

think there will be further discussions at future5

meetings which are holding, roughly, monthly I think6

Exelon.7

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,8

Rich.9

Marsha?10

MS. GAMBERONI: And I'll just add the11

meeting summary for that June meeting should be on the12

web within a few days, and that summarizes the13

feedback we gave at that June 49.14

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Good. Thank you for15

adding that.16

MR. FLACK: Yes, and just to follow up on17

that, Chip. The question on risk as well was brought18

up. There's two major policies that the Commission19

issued, one the Advanced Reactor Policy Statement, and20

actually that was updated, I believe, in '94. Correct21

me if I'm wrong, Jerry. But that was one policy22

statement that stated that we expect future designs to23

have enhanced safety. And there's a list of things24

that we would be looking for that indicates that that25
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would be, in fact, the case and why we go through1

these reviews.2

And the other is the Safety Goal Policy3

Statement, which doesn't discriminate between one or4

ten plants. It simply states that for those living5

around a nuclear facility, that the risk is small,6

much less than other risks that an individual would be7

exposed to. And that interpretation would apply to as8

number of many plants as would be at the site.9

And so looking at those two policy10

statements would be very important in understanding11

what these plants really should be meeting.12

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And I think Scott is13

going to also address some of these issues14

specifically in his presentation.15

Yes?16

MS. TRIPATHI: I just wanted to mention17

that the June summary meeting is actually available on18

ADAMS. I say that hesitatingly having heard. But19

anyway, during the break I'll bring the number and20

we'll post it here so those who want to access it on21

ADAMS, it's available22

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you.23

Further questions for John in terms of the24

specific designs that he was talking about?25
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Yes. Let's go to Ed?1

MR. PENTECOST: Ed Pentecost from Argonne2

National Lab.3

Yesterday the comment was made that the4

design certification does not look at environmental5

impact issues. But I was just wondering what6

discussions had taken place with the staff and between7

potential vendors on what, if any, environmental8

limitations there might be regarding new reactor types9

with respect to site suitability and that sort of10

thing?11

MR. FLACK: Well, I can speak only for the12

nonlight water reactors, and these discussions have13

still not taken place. It's too preliminary in our14

review and I don't know to what extent this had been15

discussed. Yes, these issues have not been discussed16

as part of the pre-application so far.17

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Anybody want18

to add anything on that? All right. Okay.19

We're going to go to Scott Newberry now.20

And as John mentioned, Scott's in the Office of21

Nuclear Regulatory Research and he's a division22

director of the Division of Risk Analysis and23

Applications.24

Scott?25
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MR. NEWBERRY: Thank you, Chip. You got1

it right.2

Before I go through my viewgraphs here,3

just so you know what's this all about, why am I here4

from the Office of Research talking about future5

licensing approaches? Well, our organization is in6

the support role of this process to think about7

improving the licensing approach for future designs.8

You know, the agency has a strategic plan that9

supports the way of improving the way we do business10

here at the NRC in terms of safety, efficiency11

effectiveness, improving public confidence and, of12

course, reducing burden for the licensee that's13

unnecessary.14

I mean, the current set of regulations15

that we have, Part 50, has been in place for quite a16

while and there's considerable experience with the17

current generation of plants. And one of the reasons18

I'm here is we already have quite a bit of19

experiencing in reflecting back on the current set of20

regulations to see how a current set could be21

improved.22

In fact, we've interacted with the23

Commission quite a bit, and it worked in what we call24

we risk informed way; that is using risk assessment25
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technologies to look at safety and burden and see if1

there's ways to improve the current set of2

regulations. We have current options or paths of3

activity underway to work with the current generation4

to modify requirements and make changes at facilities5

that will improve safety and reduce burden where it's6

unnecessary. And it's really a terrific a program, a7

lot of good work is being done there at the NRC and in8

the field.9

And one of those paths, we call it option10

3, is to really look hard at the overall regulations.11

The term "framework" is a term that has come about12

here representing the whole set of regulatory13

requirements, primarily technical requirements. A14

gentleman here talked about financial requirements and15

other aspects. I'm pretty much focusing on the16

technical piece. But to look at the framework to see17

if we should really alter the requirements for the18

design of the current generation of plants. And we've19

done some work there under what's called option 3, and20

really that's in the background of some of the21

thinking when I put these slides up here.22

And I think I should point out, too, that23

we're just starting. Of course, we have the24

experience with the current generation where we're25
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thinking, but we've been asked to start thinking as we1

move ahead here on into the next year, to interact2

with stakeholders, I know the industry has expressed3

an interest here, to say how can we improve the4

licensing approach from the standpoint of safety,5

burden, confidence, efficiency and effectiveness.6

So that's sort of by way of background7

what I'm going to be talking about.8

The viewgraphs, I put them in a form of9

questions; questions that we're asking ourselves and10

so we don't have really the answers yet. But let's go11

through the viewgraphs now and I'll talk about some of12

the questions.13

It appears that there's maybe three ways14

to tackle the framework, the set of regulations.15

We could go case-by-case. You raised the16

question, a good question, about, hey, the regulations17

don't quite fit a pebble bed technology or whatever18

the technology was that came into the NRC. We have19

the current set of regulations and you could apply the20

regulations one-by-one. If it was judged to be21

appropriate, fine. If not, we would come up with a22

new requirement or delete the ones that weren't23

applicable. So it's a case-by-case concept.24
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The last bullet on the slide to be the1

other end of the spectrum, and I'll talk about this2

more in the rest of the viewgraphs here, which is3

really an approach were we do have a lot of experience4

with reactor regulation and think that this option5

would be a non-technology specific set of principles6

and criteria that would apply to whatever reactor7

license proposal came to the NRC.8

And then, of course, there would be9

something in between which would maybe be a guidance10

to the staff and, of course, an applicant who is11

designing and considering coming in for certification12

or a license to construct at least a predictable case-13

by-case approach.14

I've put some thoughts with respect to the15

structure of an approach and how you begin thinking16

about the intent and structure of the set of17

regulations or framework.18

The scope with respect to the gentleman19

raised the question about environmental protection,20

the impact on the environment, of course the21

protection of the public or, of course, could get into22

occupational issues.23
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And then the content of the framework,1

which perhaps even relates to the basic structure.2

But let me just talk on content for just a minute.3

You know, what is defense-in-depth? I4

mean, we've done a lot of work there for the current5

generation. And this recent project I was talking6

about in terms of building barriers to ensure an7

adequate level of safety. And, you know, then you8

build a set of defense-in-depth principles, and then9

you have to construct the requirements that are built10

upon the principles.11

A lot of jargon on this side. I apologize12

for that. I just realized I've got some good13

regulatory abbreviations on the slide. As soon as I14

got GDC, I said, boy.15

The general design criteria, which are16

embodied in the current set of regulations, certainly17

some of those may not apply to technologies that are18

not built on light water like the current generation.19

But how would we construct the design20

criteria? PRA, that's the technology that my21

organization deals with, probabilistic risk22

assessment. A very good safety assessment tool to23

look at the types of events that could occur and their24
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consequences and how you could manage those sorts of1

situations and ensure a high degree of safety.2

And then, of course, within the principles3

requirements or criteria that we have in terms of dose4

or risk.5

And then, of course, there's existing6

standards in the field today. The various7

professional societies. Society for Electrical8

Engineers or Mechanical Engineers.9

And then the process issues that sort of10

outlay the aspects of the design; the people that run11

the facilities have to be trained. After you build,12

design and construct a facility, it's going to be13

operating so you need to have requirements for14

monitoring the operation or the performance of the15

facility.16

So, these are just some of the thoughts17

that would go into constructing the type of framework18

that I'm talking about.19

And then you could ask some other20

particular questions. And I mention technology21

neutrality. Is that the best way to go or do we know22

enough about the different technology like water, gas,23

metal such that we would construct a framework for24

each; that is we could have a set of regulations with25
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various appendixes depending on the technologies or we1

could construct a general set of regulations built on2

certain safety principles that would be neutral and3

would be efficiently and effectively applied to the4

application that comes to the NRC.5

Is there a size consideration? A good6

comment up here which I jotted down to think about, I7

didn't have in my list of questions the concept of8

modules. Should there be a consideration in the9

framework of this concept of building modules into10

specific size reactor facilities? That's a real good11

issue that I will take from the workshop.12

Then, of course, defense-in-depth, what is13

defense-in-depth with respect to some of these new14

technologies with different fuel designs?15

Then, of course, there is the issue of16

uncertainty that the designer, the licensee, and of17

course the NRC must deal with. Currently with light18

water reactors there's thousands of years of operating19

experience where you could have high degrees of20

confidence to support certain positions. Sometimes21

that may not be the case and you need to build in22

additional protection measures or barriers of defense.23

So, I know I just moved through the slides24

quickly, that was my intent. There was a broad range25
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of interests here in the room, and I think I'm just1

going to stop at this point to see if you have general2

or specific questions, I'd be happy to hear what you3

have to say and react.4

I think in terms of context of where this5

all fits, again I said we're just starting in a6

supporting role of the licensing process here at the7

agency to think about these issues. I know industry8

stakeholders are doing work in this area, and I9

understand that the industry's going to be coming into10

the NRC later this year. And although I don't have11

specifics, I do know that we will be participating in12

the agency activity to discuss what we do and discuss13

what stakeholders have done either later this year or14

early next year. Because, obviously, these are just15

conceptual thoughts. If the agency was going to go16

ahead and take the step to write a new regulation,17

well there's a process for doing that, and this would18

be just a very preliminary step that would go into the19

rulemaking process or advanced notice for rulemaking,20

or what have you. So this is really at the very front21

end of that.22

So, be happy to take questions.23

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And thanks for24

providing that context for us, because I think people25
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are probably wondering how will all this come to1

fruition? Is it a specific task in our list of tasks2

that we're going to try to move down the line on.3

Questions? It's probably sort of an4

overwhelming topic that needs its own workshop at this5

point, but --6

MR. NEWBERRY: I think the concepts are7

rather vague. I think within a few months, towards8

the end of the year, there will be a little bit more.9

I mean, I've got my set of 12 viewgraphs here where I10

can start putting all the boxes and arrows and lines11

up, but I think it's a little bit preliminary for12

that.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And if people want14

to know what's happening on this particular effort, it15

might pop up on your website? Do you think they would16

be alerted to that, Rich?17

MR. BARRETT: Yes, I think we do have one18

specific case that's ongoing, and that's the Exelon19

PBMR, what they call their licensing approach, which20

is one those case-by-case examples. And if you look21

at the meeting summaries that either are on our22

website now or the June meeting which will be on our23

website in a week or two, you'll see a lot of24

discussion as to how that particular applicant is25
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approaching this question in terms of what they call1

top level regulatory criteria and a process that2

they're developing which would allow them to go3

through on a case-by-case basis and examine the4

applicability of various requirements.5

So, by examining a particular case like6

the PBMR, you might get a better sense of what this7

really means in realities.8

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,9

Scott. Thanks, Rich.10

Lou?11

MR. ZELLER: Lou Zeller, Blue Ridge12

Environmental Defense League.13

That raises a good point. One of the14

concerns, I guess, that we had with the case-by-case15

approach is that what kind of precedents are being16

established by that case's decision making. For17

example, within the agency will that become the mold18

for the future? Obviously we're looking for19

experience, but how can the agency or how can the20

Commission move forward with a case-by-case approach21

without kind of predetermining the outcome of future22

regulations? In other words, you want that experience23

but you don't necessarily want to predetermine future24

decision making, which it could tend to become with25
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kind of the institutional or bureaucratic inertia that1

is not peculiar to any one particular agency, but you2

understand what I'm talking about.3

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Any comment on that?4

MR. BARRETT: I think that's a very good5

question.6

Go ahead, I'm sorry.7

MR. FLACK: Yes, it is a very good8

question, a question that's already set in precedents9

There's a number of factors, I think, that10

one needs to deal with when doing this, and one of11

them is that to really get a deep appreciation on a12

particular plant design of the risk that is presenting13

and what keeps it low, for example. In some cases it14

may be a containment building which helps, in other15

cases it may be the fuel integrity that forms that16

functions.17

And when one goes down a path like that,18

it's trying to understand what is really the intent of19

our regulations, what's it trying to achieve, and how20

is it going to be achieved? And it's a combination of21

things. And one of the tools that has evolved over22

the years that help us try to understand that is PRA.23

PRA concepts and understanding just exactly what risk24
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is it that's being presented and how can we minimize1

the risk.2

But there's another approach that we're3

trying to understand, and I think, Scott, you've been4

really touching upon it, is if we can go a level up5

from there and not get into the technical details on6

how to achieve that, but to come up with some global7

understanding of what we're trying to achieve. Some8

principle, some safety goal, you might say, as a9

starting point that could apply to all reactors. And10

I think when we're talking about the clean sheet of11

paper, is maybe one of these approaches.12

And it's not going to be easy to do. It's13

going to be very difficult because these regulations14

have grown over time and a certain amount of expertise15

went into it, and judgments and one needs to go back16

and understand why that judgment was made, what was17

the basis for that judgment and was that judgment18

necessary. Some of it may have been over-19

conservatisms, but in others there may have been less.20

Well, we have a process that keeps looking at what21

less means, it's called the generic issue process.22

Actually it's in my branch. And we keep considering23

new issues as they come up to see if they have24

significance and there's constant looking at that.25
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But it's a difficult question and it's1

going to take some time. Now, that's a longer time2

vision.3

On the short term, we have plants coming4

in like the pebble bed, potentially in a year, and5

something like this we need to take a different6

approach because of the time frame we're on. And even7

if we look back at the Advanced Reactor Statement it8

says don't throw the baby out with the bath water,9

consider the light water reactor regulations; they've10

done their job, they're doing it well. Think about11

what that's doing in the context of safety and see how12

this new design is meeting that.13

So, it looks like we're going to be doing14

a couple of things here. One is this licensing15

approach using a new technology. The other is a16

further vision of where we may be going for next17

generation reactors. But they need to be correlated18

so that as we go from one, it'll be a natural take-off19

to go into the other. We've got the longer version to20

try to accomplish in the shorter time frame, because21

it's just an overwhelming challenge, I think, for the22

agency to take. But we're in a process of thinking23

about it, and that's one of the things with workshops,24

interacting with stakeholders are important, yourself,25
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the ACRS and others to get feedback on this and to1

make sure that we're moving ahead in the most2

appropriate way.3

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thanks, John.4

Looks like we have a couple of other5

comments, and we are going to ask Laura Gehrke to come6

up in a few minutes.7

MR. BARRY: Thanks. Robert Barry,8

Brookhaven.9

I agree with John Flack that it's10

important to get the overarching principles right in11

this new endeavor. But looking back at the light12

water reactor experience and safety goals, it's really13

at that third tier, the subsidiary objectives, where14

practical advancements have been made with the core15

damage frequency and large early release frequency16

that suggests that as one gets into these new17

technologies, one's going to need, perhaps, technology18

specific criteria to work with in a practical sense to19

make decisions in separating the important from the20

unimportant. Do you have any comments on that, Scott?21

MR. NEWBERRY: No. Just have to talk to22

you more about this, Bob. But that's the concept that23

I mentioned briefly where, you know, is it really24

possible to be technology neutral when you get down to25
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that level or do the criteria, the subsidiary1

objectives or criteria relate to the technology so2

much that you have to break it down at some point?3

That's a point probably lost by many here. That's4

what leads to the difficulty and complexity that5

John's talking about.6

It's a good comment. Thank you.7

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Ted Quinn?8

MR. QUINN: Ted Quinn, General Atomics.9

Scott, the lessons learned from license10

renewal certainly although it's not a new clean sheet11

of paper, but there's an extraordinary amount of12

project management and the process that went through13

that addressed that. Are there things out of that that14

can help in charting the new program?15

MR. NEWBERRY: Interesting question.16

That's a program that's near and dear to my heart. I17

worked in it for almost five years. And as I think18

about it, my first gut reaction is I doubt it.19

The principle, perhaps certainly that20

before you could construct a concept of renewal, you21

had to figure out what your principles were. You22

couldn't march off until you really anchored the23

program with principles, and there are several key24

ones for renewal. That is when a plant came in and to25
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extend the license for 20 years that the level of1

safety would be maintained. I mean, that was a policy2

issue that was looked at very, very, very hard and3

decided. And so that the rule is build on maintaining4

the thing called the current licensing basis and that5

the focus of the renewal rule would not be on6

relooking at operators or different things, it would7

be looking at aging of equipment. So the principle of8

the rule is to look at aging.9

So, yes, perhaps and the need to really up10

front lay out principles, but I don't know that11

technically there would be, though.12

MS. GAMBERONI: Can I just add to that?13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Yes, Marsha.14

MS. GAMBERONI: While Scott addressed the15

technical aspects of that as far as project16

management, we have definitely been looking at how17

they've laid out their schedule and what they're doing18

and working with the staff who have worked on that to19

learn, you know, as we talked about in our future20

licensing inspection and readiness assessment, our21

schedules, some of that we're trying to take lessons22

learned from on how those were developed and how to23

get efficiencies into that process.24
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MR. NEWBERRY: Yes. It sounds like that1

was the thrust of your question. I missed the point.2

Okay.3

FACILITATOR CAMERON: All right. Thank4

you very much, Scott.5

Now we're fortunate to have Laura Gehrke6

with us from our Office of Congressional Affairs. And7

Laura's just going to give us an update on the8

congressional interest in the human resource9

infrastructure, I guess, for this.10

MS. GEHRKE: Well, there is a lot of11

interest in Congress on what's happening with the12

pipeline for nuclear engineering, health physics,13

everything that's in the nuclear area. Whether14

something is actually going to be done, is another15

matter entirely.16

There have been some bills that have been17

introduced and they're important senators who have18

introduced them, so that always helps things to move19

along.20

Senator Bingaman, a Democrat from New21

Mexico, who now chairs Senate Energy Committee. He22

introduced the DOE University Nuclear Science and23

Engineering Act. And this whole bill is focused on24

both attracting people to things nuclear as well as25
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retaining people who are already in the field. It1

would offer both undergraduate and graduate2

fellowships to folks studying nuclear things. It3

would also offer grants for research to those junior4

faculty who are beginning their careers. It would5

promote interaction between scientists at DOE and6

university professors where you would have professors7

taking a sabbatical to come work at DOE and then you8

could have DOE scientists going to work at9

universities. It would also promote people to go work10

at DOE labs.11

It provides a significant amount of12

funding. It would be a multi-year program. For13

example, give $3 million in FY 02 for graduate and14

undergraduate fellowships. IT would provide $815

million for nuclear engineering research.16

And it also would provide funds to address17

the problems with the closing down of university18

reactors, where it would give some money for research19

to be conducted at the reactors. Also to help them to20

upgrade, to refuel and also to seek relicensing.21

There's also another bill that has many of22

these same provisions, and it was introduced by23

Senator Domenici, who is a Republican from New Mexico.24

He's important because he sits on both the Senate25
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Energy Committee and he sits on the Appropriations1

Committee. So he can attack this issue from two2

different angles.3

His bill is probably not as likely to4

move, though, because it's a very broad ranging bill.5

It would also reauthorize Price-Anderson and it would6

provide monies for somebody to come in and do a pilot7

with the NRC of how the early site approval process8

would work. So it's a little more controversial just9

because it has so many more issues in it.10

What is happening with both of these bills11

is that next the Senate Energy Committee is slated to12

start markup of its comprehensive National Energy13

Bill. Whether they're going to finish this is14

questionable, because Congress is slated to go on its15

August recess at the end of next week. But they're16

going to start mark up.17

I would think with both of these Senators18

being on the Committee, and with one of them chairing19

it, it is likely that some of these provisions would20

make it into the comprehensive bill.21

Once that process is done where they22

approve a bill, then it still has to be approved by23

the entire Senate.24
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Over in the House there's a parallel1

effort going along where the House Energy and Commerce2

Committee just this month marked up its Comprehensive3

Energy Bill, however it does not include any4

provisions -- well, let me correct that.5

The House energy version of the bill does6

not include any provisions addressing these university7

high flying issues, but they're going to put a bill8

together that different committees have considered,9

and there may be something in the comprehensive bill.10

They are not slated to consider this until11

later in the year. So if anything does it happen, it12

would be coming down the road within the next year.13

The good news is that Congress is aware14

that this is a problem and they are trying to address15

it, but whether they're successful in coming together16

to actually get a comprehensive energy bill out that17

includes the provisions is unknown.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thanks,19

Laura. Can you take some questions?20

MS. GEHRKE: I can take them, whether I21

can answer them is another matter.22

FACILITATOR CAMERON: I just wanted to23

know if you can take them. Okay. Do we have24

questions? Yes.25
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MR. WOLF: Luther Wolf, University of1

Maryland.2

Thank you very much. We know about this3

very optimistic picture, and actually we entertain an4

actual sheet where all these bills are summed up so5

that we keep track of what their fate is.6

The reality, though, is for this fiscal7

year, which starts in October reality is completely8

different. This is the first year where our really9

small reactor budget is being even slashed by DOE. So10

although our mental states are very positive and11

excited, reality and the money in the pocket is just12

the contrary.13

This is a year where for the first time14

DOE cannot match utility's gift funds. So the15

university which, say, we guarantee all you guys pay16

me a little gift and I take care of getting it matched17

by DOE, suddenly learned that DOE cannot match the18

fund, which in essence would be I have to get that19

money, the gift to the utility.20

So this is reality in the real world. And21

so we can only hope that some of that, what you tell22

us, comes really true and possibly we need it. We23

definitely need it. We cannot continue as it is here24

in fiscal year 2001. Okay.25
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MS. GEHRKE: You're right, reality does1

not always meet the hopes and expectations. And this2

bill would provide funding starting in FY 02. Well,3

that probably is not going to happen with FY 024

starting October 1st and this bill not likely to be5

enacted before the start of that fiscal year. And6

Congress often doesn't act until we are in the crisis7

mood. So, the good news is we're in the crises mood,8

so now we have their attention.9

I think, though, that there is a good10

possibility that although not in time for this next11

fiscal year, the one following that things may come12

together. So, keep on hoping, I guess.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: All right. Any14

other comments? Yes?15

MR. CLARK: Gilles Clark.16

Laura, I'd like to ask you a related17

question but different than what we've been talking18

about. You're talking about the Senate Energy19

Committee. The Senate Energy Committee sent over to20

the NRC earlier this year a question on the licensing21

of multiple facilities or modular reactors at a common22

facility. Has the NRC completed an answer and sent an23

answer back to the Energy Committee on that?24

MS. GEHRKE: Almost.25
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MR. CLARK: Almost?1

MS. GEHRKE: Senate Energy, when they do2

their mark up next week is likely to address Price-3

Anderson where the modular issue really comes up. And4

the Commission has been going and forth on coming up5

with an answer, and they know that Senate Energy wants6

the Commission position before next week. So, it's7

being developed and our hope is that it will be done8

in the next few days.9

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Laura, thank10

you for coming down on short notice, especially.11

And what we're going to do now is we're12

going to take a break, reconvene at 11:00 and talk13

about fuel cycle issues.14

And I would ask you if you haven't given15

us your email or phone number, please see Sherry and16

provide that to her. And then we'll Xerox the list17

and get it back out to you.18

Thank you.19

(Whereupon, at 10:39 a.m. a recess until20

11:04 a.m.)21

FACILITATOR CAMERON: We're going to get22

started with our final formal presentations of the23

meeting. And I know these are presentations that all24
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of you have been looking forward to. They are on1

nuclear fuel cycle issues.2

And as I noted yesterday, everybody knows3

that Mike Weber from our Office of Nuclear Materials4

Safety and Safeguards is the division director for5

fuel cycle. And he's going to introduce his staff who6

are going to do the presentations. Mike?7

MR. WEBER: Good morning, everyone. We8

now get to the fun part of the two day workshop.9

So far in our discussions we've been10

speaking almost exclusively about the reactors and the11

next generation of reactors if they will be licensed12

and what kinds they might be, and what are the issues13

associated with the licensing of those reactors. And,14

indeed, that's the focus of this workshop. But we all15

have to remember that the reactors don't exist16

exclusively.17

They're part of the nuclear fuel cycle,18

and there's an entire infrastructure that goes along19

with the production of the fuel to load into the20

reactors. And then on the back side the storage of21

the irradiated fuel and the disposal of that22

irradiated fuel. And that's what we show up here on23

this diagram the uranium fuel cycle beginning with the24

milling and extraction of the uranium from the ore,25
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going through the conversion process, fuel1

fabrication, loading it and utilizing it in the2

reactor, gaining the energy value out of it, storing3

the waste on the back side and disposing of it. And4

what you don't see here, but is represented by all5

these arrows of course, is the transportation; getting6

the fuel to the reactor, taking the fuel away from the7

reactor.8

So that's what we're gong to get into a9

little bit this morning. There are many issues10

associated with the rest of the fuel cycle. Like11

we've been discussing, we don't have all the answers12

because we're on the front of this process. And to a13

great deal, it depends on what design information,14

what materials are selected, what are some of the15

previous experiences both here and overseas in the use16

of some of these materials.17

Our first speaker is going to be Sharon18

Steele. Sharon's an individual in my division. And19

she's going to go through some of the front end20

issues, transportation, materials, fuel fabrication,21

higher enrichments, material control and accounting,22

safeguards. And she will be followed by Dr. Bret23

Leslie, and Bret will talk about the high level waste24

disposal transportation part of this. Because both25
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are, obviously, important elements in the nuclear fuel1

cycle; this series of steps going all the way through2

from winning the uranium out of the ore to disposing3

of the spent fuel on the back side of the fuel cycle.4

So with that, Sharon, let me turn it over5

to you.6

MS. STEELE: Thank you, Mike. My name is7

Sharon Steele, I'm in the Office of Nuclear Material8

Safety Safeguards. And the parts of the nuclear fuel9

cycle discussion that I'll be focusing on are fuel10

application, fuel quality control, transportation and11

safeguards.12

Like Scott, who previously posed several13

questions, I will be posing questions in the hope to14

encourage your feedback, although my questions would15

probably be more along a technical level.16

In the United States most of our17

commercial experience is limited to light water18

reactors. Some of the advanced reactors that are19

being proposed use light water reactor fuel. The20

photo on the left gives you an idea of the size of the21

uranium oxide fuel pellet that is used in a light22

water reactor. Approximately 300 of these pellets are23

inserted into each fuel rod that make up fuel rod24
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assemblies, and a picture of assemblies are shown on1

your right.2

Therefore, the fuel fabrication for3

advanced reactor redesign such as AP1000 or IRIS4

should be a straightforward or an easy extension of5

know knowledge, just simply requiring maybe license6

amendments. On the other hand, some advanced reactors7

require new fuels. For example, the pebble bed8

modular reactor and the gas turbine modular helium9

reactor use ceramic coated mircospheres or trecil10

parcels. The uranium oxide fuel is contained in the11

center of the trecil particle rather than in the long12

fuel rods typical of light water reactors.13

The trecil particles are approximately 114

millimeter in diameter. Several thousand of these15

microspheres are embedded in a graphic matrix either16

in the form of a pebble or prismatic blocks, depending17

on the reactor design.18

Previously I said that fabrication of19

light water reactor fuel for the advanced reactor20

would require a straightforward or an easy extension21

of know knowledge. Well, here are some of the22

challenges that these advanced reactors with light23

w a t e r r e a c t o r f u e l p r e s e n t .24

25
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Advanced reactors require a higher burn up1

of the fuel and higher enrichment of uranium 235.2

These two issues demand that the fuels must have more3

integrity up front to be able to withstand the higher4

neutron fluxes and higher temperatures for a long5

time.6

Also, one of the designs calls for the use7

of MOX, or mixed oxide fuel, which would require a8

whole new set of technology hurdles and political9

hurdles as well.10

Aside from the MOX issue, this slide would11

apply to all advanced reactor designs including those12

that use trecil particles, and I'll revisit that in13

another slide.14

There are additional challenges for trecil15

particles. First off, where will the fuel be16

manufactured? If it is manufactured abroad, issues of17

certification of foreign fuel come into play.18

If we're relying on thick coating for the19

cladding and containment, then a homogeneity and20

uniformity of the coatings are difficult are even more21

important to assure.22

Poisons ensure that we have an even23

reactivity over time in the reactor. We don't know if24

these new designs will require poisons and if they do25
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require poisons, how will they be blended into the1

fuel spheres and is that blend compatible with current2

fuel making processes.3

Again, a high enrichment will be needed4

and, in general, a high enrichment potentially5

requires more natural uranium to fabricate the fuel6

and could result in more depleted uranium from the7

enrichment process.8

To prevent proliferation and reduce9

handling of radioactive materials, a common feature of10

all advanced reactor designs is a longer end reactor11

fuel cycle. However, with the longer fuel cycles we12

must have the confidence that these fuels can maintain13

their integrity and contain fission products.14

Therefore, the fuel must be fabricated to15

specifications to ensure a high quality product.16

Further on the subject of quality, here17

are some round numbers for a typical light water18

reactor. One manufacturer's website indicated that19

for 1,000 megawatt light water reactor they would20

require approximately 51,000 fuel rods, and these rods21

would containment about 18,000,000 fuel pellets. Also22

the rejection rates were on the order of .1 to .323

percent for fuel rods and 1 to 3 percent for the fuel24
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pellets. These are the rejection rates in1

fabrication.2

Should we expect a similar rate when3

manufacturing the AP1000 and the IRIS fields? Will4

the quality control and fuel qualification techniques5

be similar to current practices? Probably.6

And here are the numbers for the new7

fuels. For example, if you take a 110 megawatt pebble8

bed modular reactor, instead of 51,000 fuel rods we're9

now dealing with almost half a million pebbles in the10

core and billions of trecil particles with their own11

little containment and cladding.12

The question is what sort of rejection or13

rework rates can we expect during fabrication? How do14

we expect to ensure the quality of billions of15

particles? Another question, what do we do with the16

rejected particles? Do we recycle them? And how do we17

separate the silicon carbide coatings from the fuel?18

Let's move on to the front fuel cycle19

topic, and that would be transportation.20

Now this slide looks a little bit21

different than what you have in your handouts. I22

rearranged it just to make an easier transition.23

I basically want to point out that Office24

of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards regulates25
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how fresh and spent fuel is transported to and from1

the reactors, and also to storage facilities.2

Initially, some new fuel will be3

manufactured overseas. For transporting the fuel we4

need to know what packaging is approved and by what5

authority. Some advanced reactor fuels will require6

fresh fuel package which must be designed to withstand7

normal transportation conditions.8

Similarly, some advanced reactor fuels9

will require a new spent fuel cask design. And NRC10

must be able to verify that these casks can resist11

severe accidents.12

In addition, we need to know how the spent13

fuel will be managed, will there be an independent14

spent fuel storage installation and what kinds of15

storage casks would be used.16

In a few minutes Bret Leslie will talk17

about Yucca Mountain.18

Finally, the applicant needs to consider19

transportation route and requirements, such as20

safeguards, which brings us to the next slide.21

Safeguards refers to the measures such as22

physical security or material control and material23

accounting to prevent or deter or respond to an24

unauthorized possession or use of significant25
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quantities of special nuclear material. It also1

refers to measures taken to protect against2

radiological sabotage of nuclear activities.3

The agency performs international4

safeguard and foreign physical protection evaluations5

of nuclear export license applications and coordinates6

implementation of U.S. IEAE Safeguards Agreement.7

Some of the new fuels or processes would8

raise unique MC&A or material accounting and control9

and physical protection concerns.10

For example, what approach would be used11

to monitor and control the handling and processing of12

b i l l i o n s o f f u e l p a r t i c l e s ?13

Hopefully, the regulations can guide us.14

In conclusion, I just want to share with15

you a list of some of the regulations that apply to16

the fuel cycle activities, and these regulations help17

us to ensure that we protect the public health and18

safety and the environment.19

We appreciate any input that you would20

have, and turn it over to Bret.21

MR. WEBER: Bret is next going to talk22

about the high level waste program, specifically the23

NRC's regulatory program involving the oversight of24
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the proposed Yucca Mountain candidate high level waste1

repository.2

And I think what you'll see in his3

presentation is that we have a very elaborate process4

laid out to involve the public throughout that5

licensing review process. And you can envision how6

this same sort of process would play out if there were7

an advanced reactor generation, some of the public8

participation, some of the technical review issues9

that would be manifest in that process.10

Bret?11

DR. LESLIE: Thank you, Mike, for the12

introduction.13

My name is Bret Leslie, and I work in the14

division of Waste Management on the Yucca Mountain15

project.16

I have a very brief presentation. I'm17

going to touch on three issues. But at the end of18

that, I hope to pick up some of the questions that19

were asked yesterday on waste confidence. And so if I20

don't do that, those people who had those questions,21

plus nudge me and I'll make sure I try to address22

those issues.23

I really want to touch upon three aspects24

today. Really what is the role of the Nuclear25
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Regulation Commission in high level waste disposal at1

the potential Yucca Mountain Repository?2

Second, I want to discuss some of the3

opportunities that are available for the public to be4

involved in this process.5

And finally, third, I would like to talk6

about the status of the program right now.7

What is the NRC's role? First of all, on8

the far left is a poster that describes the NRC's9

role. There are several regulatory agencies involved10

in potential disposal at Yucca Mountain, That poster11

is also available as a handout outside. And on the12

back is a plain English description of those roles.13

So, I'm not going to go too much in my14

talk today about what those roles are, but one of our15

roles is to develop regulations that would be16

protective if geological disposal at Yucca Mountain17

Repository were to occur. And I'll talk a little bit18

more about that when I discuss the status of our19

program later in my talk.20

The second requirement that the Nuclear21

Waste Policy Act places on the NRC is that we provide22

preliminary comments on the Department of Energy's23

site recommendation. And we also have an information24

sheet that describes what the NRC's role is, and that25
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is also available out in the lobby area. So I'm not1

going to, again, go into too much detail because this2

workshop is primarily focused on the reactor, future3

reactor actions.4

But one of the things that we're required5

to do under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act if the site6

is recommended and approved, is to ensure compliance7

by the Department of Energy with your regulations.8

And this would include a license application and9

review process and inspection by on site resident10

inspectors similar to the inspectors that are11

currently at reactor sites.12

Opportunities for public involvement. As13

the poster on the right indicates that there are a14

variety of ways in which we try to engage the public15

in this process. We have an ongoing dialogue. I16

think this year alone we've met with the public either17

in NRC sponsored meetings or in county or city18

meetings about 20 times so far this year. So, we have19

a fairly active group of people who are involved.20

We do have an on site representative's21

office in Las Vegas where NRC staff are available to22

the public.23

We also are providing comment24

opportunities, in particular in the development of the25
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proposed regulations under Chapter 10 Part 63, which1

would be the standards for the Yucca Mountain disposal2

system.3

Also, we would be developing a standard4

review plan and we would expect that there will be5

common opportunities on that as well.6

Should Yucca Mountain go forward and the7

site be recommended and approved by the President and8

the Congress, there would be a public licensing9

process as well, and that's another opportunity to be10

involved.11

And finally, if licensing were occur, the12

citizens can and the public can monitor or request13

action. And, again, on the back side of this poster14

is a little more detail and also ways in which you can15

contact us so that we could provide a little more16

information on that as well.17

The last is really what the current status18

of the NRC Yucca Mountain program is right now. The19

Nuclear Waste Policy Act lays out a framework for the20

interaction between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission21

and the Department of Energy prior to a license22

application. And so we met regularly with the23

Department of Energy. And that effort is what we call24

pre-licensing interactions.25
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The purpose and focus of these1

interactions is to ensure that the adequate material2

we provided should a license application ever come3

into the agency. And so we have an independent group4

within our staff and we have the Center for Nuclear5

Waste Regulatory Analysis, which also functions as6

independent technical advice for the NRC to follow all7

the technical issues associated with Yucca Mountain.8

We are also in the process of revising9

proposed regulations. We have published draft Part10

63, we got lots of comments. I think it's about a 100011

comments. Some very good comments. And we're in the12

process of revising those regulations taking into13

account those public comments.14

And also, as part that process of revising15

our proposed regulations, we are definitely taking16

into consideration the EPA's final safety standard,17

which was at Chapter 41.97.18

Right now we are in the process of19

developing a preliminary sufficiency comments. These20

sufficiency comments are the mechanisms in which the21

Nuclear Regulatory Commission will provide comments on22

the DOE site recommendations. This goes forward to23

the President and the Congress. It's meant to be an24
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independent assessment of the Department of Energy's1

recommendation.2

Now, I understand that there were a couple3

of questions yesterday, and as Lou Zeller pointed out4

earlier this morning, that there is some concern on5

these advanced new reactors. What implications are6

there for the tail end or the waste confidence7

decision. And as Rich Barrett indicated earlier this8

morning, many of these topics that were addressed in9

the Exelon white papers, including the waste10

confidence, are actually undergoing staff analysis now11

and would be considered and addressed in the12

Commission paper in November.13

And with that, I'm complete.14

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,15

Sharon. Thank you, Bret. Let's open it up for16

questions to either one of our speakers. Questions?17

Yes?18

MR. BARRY: Robert Barry.19

This is in the spirit of early discussions20

this morning on readiness. In the first presentation21

by Sharon, I guess, she talked about the facilities22

that would be needed to supply fuel. And if we're23

looking at a renaissance here of reactors, we're24

obviously going to need lots of fuel for them.25
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The situation on that end of the business1

is quite different. We have many aging facilities.2

In fact, for uranium milling we're down to one3

facility that the NRC regulates. Another in a related4

area of in situ leaching, the industry can't afford5

new rulemaking. And we're down to one enrichment6

plant, which has been around for 50 years.7

From the NRC perspective, do you feel that8

we're ready in those areas to take on this9

renaissance?10

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Sharon? Bret?11

DR. LESLIE: We're going to let Mike try12

to address that question, and he was in the middle of13

a conversation with Chip.14

MR. WEBER: Very clever. What did I miss?15

DR. LESLIE: The summary is that if there16

is this renaissance, there are other parts of the fuel17

cycle including in situ leaching, including18

enrichment, can you comment about the readiness in19

terms of where NRC is, in terms of that support that20

would be necessary to support a new generation?21

MR. WEBER: Oh, sure. It's analogous I22

believe to what we've been talking about so far in the23

workshop on where we are in the reactor program.24

There is a regulatory framework in place, it works,25
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it's succeeded over the last several decades to allow1

commercial enterprise to produce uranium for2

beneficial applications.3

Could it be better? Yes. We're engaged4

in looking at that process. The Commission last year5

rendered decisions on a variety of policy issues and6

we're implementing those policy issues in the form of7

guidance.8

We're also looking at the risk information9

and how much our regulatory program allows for10

recognition of performance in our oversight of the11

uranium milling operations.12

Ultimately it comes down to a commercial13

decision by the firms that are out there and active in14

this area. If they view that they have the potential15

to gain out of entering the business or reactivating16

a standby mill, they do that.17

I think we saw that in the late '90s when18

the spot price of uranium started to come back up. We19

had a renewal of interest and new applications coming20

in for new in situ leach operations and reactivating21

some of the standby uranium mills22

When the spot price of uranium started23

going back down, around '98/'99, some of that interest24

dried up.25
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What we've been told, in fact, in April at1

a Commission meeting, the uranium milling industry was2

present and said they are really hurting right now3

because of global competition and the low price of4

uranium. And they are hopeful for bright prospects in5

the future, but for right now until that price of6

uranium comes back up, there's not a great deal of7

interest.8

If it should rebound, NRC would respond9

accordingly and make certain that our program's10

effective and responsive to those licensing needs.11

DR. DENNIS: Okay. Thanks, Mike.12

We're next going to go out to Stephen.13

MR. ANTONELLI: Hello. Stephen Antonelli.14

I'm from an organization, I keep saying public15

citizen. I actually work in the Critical Mass and16

Energy and Environment Group, which is a public17

interest organization. So, that's where I'm coming18

from.19

And I have basically three points that20

maybe the Commission and all of you might want to21

address regarding this fuel cycle issue.22

The first is the globalization issue. And23

the second one is the question of reprocessing. And24
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the third one is basic -- well, it sort of comes out1

of the two, so I'll skip that.2

But putting some flesh on the bones of3

what we're talking about, in these new reactors some4

of the partners that are involved, for example, with5

Exelon, they do some work with British energy through6

Amergen, formerly. The development of PMBR through7

SCOM, is through the British Nuclear Fuels. British8

Nuclear Fuels is also now owner of Westinghouse and9

ABB. So this is raising the level of the standards to10

a globalization question. And I'm wondering how11

you're attacking that?12

I guess the third thing I was trying to13

say is that that ties directly into the provision of14

fuel.15

And thirdly, there has been talk by, for16

example, BNFL over in the UK tying in with issues of17

maybe reducing stockpiles of weapons; that's a18

different kind of field but that raises the issue of19

reprocessing.20

So those three questions or areas I was21

wondering if you would like to elaborate on? Thank22

you.23

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Stephen.24

And do we have any comments up there?25
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MR. WEBER: Just briefly. Today you may1

be aware that most of the U.S. manufacturers of2

commercial fuel are, indeed, at least partially owned3

by foreign entities. We have substantial involvement4

of Cogema, of BNFL, Siemens, etcetera. And that has5

not posed a problem domestically in terms of our6

oversight of the fabrication of those fuels.7

In fact, in some ways you can see8

strengthening because it puts those fuel fabricators9

in more of a competitive position, especially as10

perhaps foreign markets grow in the nuclear area it11

enables them to compete more globally and you see12

feedback of some of the best practices coming back13

into the U.S. manufacturing.14

There are restrictions in place from a15

national security perspective for facilities that16

handle certain types of special nuclear materials.17

And we have mechanisms in place to deal with those18

types of concerns.19

On reprocessing, although the President in20

the energy report indicated an interest in pursuing21

that, at least reopening the question of should we be22

reprocessing, and certain members of the Senate and23

the congressmen have registered views on the24

desirability of reprocessing, we don't have any firms25
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coming to the NRC indicating a desire to build or1

start up a reprocessing facility.2

There are a lot of policy issues3

associated with that that have to be dealt with at the4

national level. I suspect that's why the energy5

report mentions the desire to explore reprocessing and6

doesn't come out with a commitment that, yes, we need7

to reprocess and things like that.8

Of course, a lot of the Commission's views9

on reprocessing date back to the '70s when it was10

dealt with at a national level. And there would be a11

number of those issues that would have to come back up12

to be reconsidered by the Commission if there was a13

decision nationally to proceed with a reprocessing14

operation.15

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thanks, Mike.16

Other questions on fuel cycle issues?17

Janet?18

MS. ZELLER: Janet Zeller, Blue Ridge19

Environmental Defense League.20

I'd like to have more detail, please,21

about the possible use of plutonium fuel in one of the22

new advanced reactors?23

MS. STEELE: I believe it's the IRIS24

design indicated that they can use either highly25
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enriched uranium or MOX fuel. But that's an expected1

pre-application, and so we don't know for sure what2

their intent is with regard to that.3

FACILITATOR CAMERON: So that's4

speculative at this point?5

MR. WEBER: You're right. IRIS is not in6

as a pre-application at the moment.7

MR. CARELLI: Mario Carelli, Westinghouse.8

I'm director of IRIS program.9

IRIS for MOX or high risk uranium is later10

on. The first core that we're going to propose for11

licensing is 4.95 percent enriched uranium. So it's12

exactly the same type of fuel that we have in regular13

Westinghouse, maybe a little bit higher, but still14

below 5 percent enrichment. It is the same type as15

Westinghouse fuel in PWS. That is what is going to be16

in the application.17

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, sir, for18

that clarification.19

Any other comments on fuel cycle?20

Thank you, Bret. Thank you, Sharon.21

We do have some time where we just wanted22

to capture any comments that you haven't been able to23

make to emphasize any points of particular importance24

to us that you've heard. And before we get into a25
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discussion with those of you who have been here, I1

think we do have some people who do want to make a2

statement today and it's Alexis Lazerene and Jeff3

Hickson. Each of you are going to make a statement?4

Okay. Well, Alexis, do you want to start off for us.5

And you can use this or you can use whatever is more6

comfortable, a standing mike.7

And if you could just tell us your name8

for the court reporter and your affiliation.9

MS. LAZERENE: Hi. Good afternoon. My10

name is Alexis Lazerene, and I am a nuclear11

engineering student at Texas A&M University where I'm12

specializing in radiological health.13

And I just really came here today to make14

a comment and possibly a little bit of a reassurance15

to the panel and also to the audience here today that16

there are members of the younger generation, those of17

us who are pursuing a technical background who are18

actually interested and would like to be actively19

involved with what's going on in the nuclear power20

industry.21

And I'd like to just highlight mainly the22

three main issues that are making the licensing of23

nuclear power plants an encouragement to us as we24
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prepare to be what I would call the stewards of the1

nuclear power industry in the future.2

The first of which is, the fact that we3

see nuclear power -- or I may be just speaking for4

myself -- but I see nuclear power as basically the5

most valuable combination of both an environmentally6

friendly and right now viable solution for our7

electricity needs. And that's one main concern of8

ours.9

And also the fact that it is a way for us10

to preserve our fossil fuel resources. And I know11

that's in the long term, and so that's why I'd also12

like to touch on short term we also are concerned13

about the fact that our energy supply is in question14

at some times with rolling blackouts and what some15

people would call an energy shortage in California.16

We actually -- I know that that's kind of a term that17

isn't likely used very often, but we see it as a18

problem. And the fact that the nuclear industry19

actually has market share now and when looking toward20

other renewable resources that maybe aren't21

necessarily to the point of being ready to share in22

the market of nuclear power, I do think that the23

licensing of nuclear plants is very promising to us in24

reassuring that we'll be able to turn our lights today25
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and tomorrow. And we're really encouraged by the1

efforts of the NRC.2

Thank you for the opportunity to come here3

today.4

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you.5

MR. HICKSON: My name is Jeff Hickson. I'm6

an engineering student from Ohio State University.7

I'm basically as a member of the public and an8

engineering student considering a career in the9

nuclear field, I'm encouraged by the NRC efforts to10

streamline the licensing process.11

And, again, I'm encouraged to see the12

efforts of the NRC to help ensure a safe, reliable and13

environmentally responsible energy supply.14

Thanks.15

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you,16

Jeff. Thank you, Alexis.17

Rich?18

MR. BARRETT: Yes, I'm Rich Barrett with19

the NRC staff.20

And I'd just like to ask Alexis and Jeff21

a question. In your choice of career and in your22

interest in nuclear energy, have you found anything,23

any kind of programs that are sponsored by the24

industry or by professional organizations, or by the25
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government, by the Congress or have you personally1

experienced anything along the lines of encouraging2

types of programs that have, for instance, furthered3

your interest in this that we might know about and we4

might profit from?5

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Alexis?6

MS. LAZERENE: Actually, there are a lot7

of programs that have really encouraged me to stay in8

the field, the first of which, which is probably the9

most encouraging to any college student, that involves10

scholarships. So we have had the opportunity to take11

part in various scholarship programs sponsored by the12

Department of Energy, also the National Academy for13

Nuclear Training, also the American Nuclear Society.14

And just involved in the American Nuclear Society in15

their student chapter has been a way for us just to16

kind of stay abreast of the topics of nuclear17

engineering.18

And then also I'm actually sponsored by19

the American Nuclear Society here this summer as an20

opportunity through the Washington Internship for21

Students of Engineering Program to come here and get22

to know kind of how engineering interfaces with public23

policy and technology. And that has just been a24

really fascinating experience for me to actually come25
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and see how the industry works and how the regulation1

works. And we've toured various agencies. And it's2

not just nuclear engineers. We also have several3

mechanical, electrical that are sponsored by their4

societies just to come here and find out what happens5

outside of making calculations and viewing scientific6

research. And it's really just been a wonderful7

experience.8

But I would say those are probably the9

most important to us, scholarships and then10

involvement in technical societies and then11

internships to come and participate in various12

programs.13

MR. BARRETT: Thank you.14

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Are any of the15

programs that you talked about, do any of them16

emphasize, for example, the role of the regulator,17

Nuclear Regulatory Commission in regulating nuclear18

power?19

MS. LAZERENE: I think definitely. We20

actually had the opportunity to come here to the21

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and take a tour, our22

entire group, not just those of us who are nuclear23

oriented, but all 15 of us that are here in D.C. this24

summer. And we actually had the opportunity to speak25
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with Chairman Meserve, which was a very large1

pleasure, especially for Jeff and I who actually knew2

how important of a role he plays in the Nuclear3

Regulatory Commission.4

And that's been definitely one way. And5

the people from the NRC have just been very6

overwhelming interested in what we're doing here and7

very willing to open their doors to us and answer any8

questions that we have. And so that's definitely9

helped us to kind of understand how the regulatory10

process works.11

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Jeff?12

MR. HICKSON: Beyond that, we are also all13

required to write a policy paper on engineering14

technology and public policy. And Alexis and I relate15

to the nuclear field. And this has got us involved in16

the rulemaking process a lot and why we're here today.17

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Well, thank you for18

coming in to share your thoughts with us. And19

anybody?20

MR. WEBER: I was just going to offer,21

perhaps your policy paper could address the ideal22

licensing framework for the future nuclear reactors.23

And if you could give it to us by mid-August, that24

would be most appreciated.25
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: Yes. Thanks.1

Thanks for that helpful suggestion, Mike.2

All right. Well, let's open it up to all3

of you to either comment. We have been discussing the4

issue of where the resources, the human capital, the5

human resources are going to becoming from for6

regulation for industry in this field. And so that7

was very relevant to some of the things we've been8

talking about.9

Open it up to anybody to talk to that10

issue or any other issue before we go to Jim Lyons for11

a wrap-up. Yes?12

MR. PARME: Larry Parme, General Atomics.13

I wanted to just follow up on a comment14

that's come up a number of times. We've talked about15

the challenges in resources in the NRC, especially as16

it applies to new technologies and perhaps gas17

reactors in particular.18

And I certainly appreciate the staff's19

recognition. I have raised that question as well.20

But I thought before the meeting closes, it was21

probably worth just as a comment, I'm not necessarily22

looking for a response, but saying that it is true23

that is a concern of those of us in industry that are24

looking at new technologies and I'm sure the NRC staff25
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is looking at it, but as we talk about this lack of1

resources, it should be understood there's a record2

of nearly 40 years of a small gas reactor experience3

here in the U.S.4

The NRC has licensed 2 gas cooled5

reactors. They do have expertise in their normal6

contractors, and here I'm referring to the national7

labs. I know at Oak Ridge, at Los Alamos, and I8

believe probably still at Brookhaven there are9

contractors that have worked for NRC and done analysis10

on both pebble bed and prismatic block gas cooled11

reactors.12

In terms of billions of particles, coated13

particle fuel, the NRC licensed General Atomics. We14

produced tens of billions of particles in San Diego,15

down in Cerrano Valley for I think it's about ten fuel16

segments. Those were regulated and they were regulated17

when we were producing high enriched fuel as well as18

low enriched fuel.19

So that while the comment the staff has20

made I appreciate entirely and I think it's correct,21

I don't think the audience should go away thinking22

that there is no bases for them having the expertise23

to look at these new technologies, be it a pebble bed24

reactor or prismatic block gas cooled reactor.25
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MR. FLACK: That's a good point, Larry.1

Sometimes we take for granted that we have that2

experience and we're always looking at what else we3

need, but we are working from a somewhat strong4

platform to begin with. So, it was an appropriate5

comment.6

MR. WEBER: If I could just add, you know,7

the fuel cycles that were identified are not intended8

to be representing insurmountable obstacles. They are9

issues that we've identified in our discussions with10

stakeholders and they're really put out there to give11

you an indication of what we are looking at. And if12

there's additional issues that we need to focus on,13

that would be beneficial to hear about those things.14

So, point well taken. We're not saying15

that it's insurmountable, but it's something we're16

going to have to work through. And that's the purpose17

of what we're here about today.18

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you.19

MR. BARRETT: One other point, too, and we20

haven't made this point. But even though these new21

reactors represent new technologies or technologies22

that we don't have as much experience with, a lot of23

what we do technically is similar, no matter what type24

of reactor you're looking at and you need the same25
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kind of expertise, whether it's geologic seismic1

expertise, materials, metallurgy, systems analysis.2

And our view is that from those3

perspectives the NRC staff has strong technical4

capabilities. We will have to add new experts in this5

field because we're very busy with operating reactors6

right now, so we're going to have to add additional7

staff. But we have a fundamental infrastructure of8

experts of people who know how to do this kind of work9

and people who know how to manage this kind of work,10

and people who will be able to go out and recruit the11

right kind of experts to do most of this.12

So the areas that are a challenge from the13

perspective of technology are limited areas. And I14

think that's an important thing to keep in mind, too.15

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thank you.16

Let's go bach here.17

MR. MILLER: Don Miller from Ohio State.18

As I've observed our program over the last19

couple of days, an observation I've made is that three20

out of the reactors kind of on the table, so to speak,21

are modular with the gas turbine HMR and the IRIS and22

the pebble bed having between four and, say, 8 to 1023

modules.24
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I think a key aspect that may be solving1

a lot of the issues that were brought up today is2

having those reactors, that group of reactors, look3

and act like one reactor. And a way to do that, the4

key way to do that and make that happen is through the5

I&C and man/machine interface program. Yet I've not6

seen much discussion of I&C on the table, so to speak,7

here, I think this can be done with what I call an8

innovative risk informed design approach of the I&C9

and human/machine interface program.10

And so I'd recommend the NRC and the DOE11

embark on that, also the various vendors, embark on12

such a program.13

FACILITATOR CAMERON: I hope no one turned14

their Geiger counter on.15

MR. FLACK: No, that's a good comment.16

I&C as well as materials. Of course, in the Office of17

Research we have been looking from that perspective.18

That's not something that we have ignored, but it's a19

point well taken. It's a very important area that's20

going to need attention with modular reactors.21

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And we apologize for22

this. This happened for a brief while yesterday and23

then it stopped.24

Could someone tell us what I&C means?25
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MR. FLACK: Instrumentation and control.1

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Instrumentation and2

control. Okay. And we noted that point. Maybe if3

we're real quiet it won't come back.4

Any other questions, comments, final5

statements? Janet?6

MS. ZELLER: Well, it's not really a final7

statement, but I guess I do have a nagging concern8

about one of the roles in the pre-application process9

being -- adding the applicant in the decision, in the10

application decision. And that's in one of the11

handouts from earlier this morning. And that -- I12

hate to sound too skeptical, but that really does13

sound like too much predictability.14

MS. GAMBERONI: Yes, I would be the first15

to agree those words don't really represent what goes16

on in a pre-application review. The aid is in17

clarification and understanding, not in resolving, you18

might say. It's up to the applicant to come to grips19

with the issue and to resolve it; that's their20

responsibility. Ours is simply to clarify, to21

understand and to aid the Commission in understanding22

what the issues are. And it shouldn't be construed as23

being a way in which we compromise our independence in24
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that process. And maybe the words sort of indicate1

that, but that's not the intent of those words.2

MR. BARRETT: Yes. I think as an example,3

our guidance back to the licensee with regard to the4

number of operators that they need is that that has to5

be based on a task analysis. What do these operators6

-- what will they have to do in order to operate the7

plant and in order to respond to an accident,8

hypothetical accident and on what time scales. So9

that's our guidance back to them, but ultimately10

it's up to them to do that analysis and show us that11

it's acceptable.12

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Thanks, Rich.13

And thank you, Janet.14

Anybody else want to say anything before15

we go to Jim Lyons? Okay.16

Well, thank you all for your attendance17

and your participation. I'm going to turn it over to18

the director of the New Reactor Licensing Project19

Office, Jim Lyons. And this is Rich Barrett's swan20

song, I guess, at this moment. But, Jim, go ahead.21

MR. LYONS: I guess this almost marks the22

real transition between Rich and I. Rich was23

instrumental in getting this workshop set up. It24
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originally was his idea and a lot of work went into1

it.2

In summary, I'd like to go back to really3

the very beginning that Marsha started off with, that4

the purpose that we were here for was to present an5

overview of our licensing process and the current6

activities that are associated with new reactors and7

at the same time to provide an opportunity for8

stakeholders to give us input on that process and to9

raise issues.10

And we've had a lot of discussion on the11

process that we're going to use to review applications12

for new reactor licenses, including the combined13

license process which has part of it the design14

certification process and the early site permit15

process. And we also talked about some of the policy16

issues that we're struggling with as we go forward17

with that.18

Yesterday we also discussed the efforts19

that we're taking to be ready to inspect any20

construction of any new licenses or new plants if21

they're being built and some of the rulemaking efforts22

that are underway.23

I think also today we talked about the24

assessment we were conducting of our readiness to do25
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these reviews for both the licensing, the inspection1

and the operation of these plants.2

We discussed the pre-application reviews3

that are underway and where we are on those, and what4

we might be seeing in the future.5

And we got some insights on some of the6

different licensing approaches that we may take as we7

move forward in this new reactor licensing.8

And finally, we discussed the very9

important issue of the fuel cycle and some of the10

issues that are going on there.11

Kind of overlying our discussion was the12

issue of developing and retaining the people we need13

to conduct these activities, both from the NRC side14

and from industry's side.15

We got a lot of good feedback on all these16

issues, and I really appreciate it.17

I guess first of all I want to thank the18

NRC staff that put this altogether, who supported this19

effort and made presentations. They've all done, I20

think, a very good job.21

I'd especially like to express my thanks22

to Sherry Nagel. I don't know if she's in here right23

now, but all her support in providing information to24
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people outside, getting you signed in, and that stuff.1

That's all invaluable.2

To Eric Benner for setting up the3

workshop. He was the one who was principally4

responsible.5

And, of course, to Chip for facilitating6

and controlling everything that we do here, including7

the microphones now that he's got.8

And I guess, most importantly, I'd like to9

thank you the participants that came here and provided10

your support and provided your input. I think we've11

had some very good discussions. I think that your12

participation and your willingness to be involved has13

made this workshop a success, at least in our eyes.14

And I hope that's the same in yours.15

We will be posting the transcripts of this16

meeting on our website. There will also be a summary17

with all the material that was handed out so that you18

can access that later on. You can also tell your19

colleagues that this information is there.20

And we'd like to continue the dialogue21

that we've started today. We're looking at the22

possibility of future workshops, and we'd like to get23

your feedback on that. Is there issues that would be24

good for us to come and talk to people about? Should25
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we hold workshops here or should we hold workshops in1

other areas, that type of thing. So any kind of2

feedback that you cold give us on that, we would3

certainly appreciate it.4

I'd like to remind you to fill out the5

forms, the feedback forms, for the workshop that's the6

standard that we use here at the NRC. That's one of7

the ways you can give us some feedback if you don't8

want to do it in person.9

So, with that, I'll turn it back over to10

Chip for any final comments.11

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Great. Thank you,12

Jim.13

I just had one administrative detail. We14

did have representative from the International15

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Union with us16

yesterday who did not get an opportunity to speak. He17

did have a prepared statement that we will be18

attaching to the transcript. It's generally19

supportive and specifically supportive of nuclear20

energy and the new reactor initiatives. And I'm just21

saying that to give you an idea of what is it. It's22

obviously not an NRC endorsement. But it will be23

attached to the transcript.24
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There will be or is available an1

attendance list that is outside, so don't forget to2

pick that up.3

And that's all I have to say. And thank4

you again.5

(Whereupon, the Workshop was adjourned at6

11:55 a.m.)7


